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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to the webinar Records Retention Schedules.  This presentation builds off the previous webinar in the series, and talks specifically about schedules for records retention.
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Records retention webinar series

1. Records and information management 
2. Records retention schedule 
3. Preserving and disposing of government records 
4. Essential records management 

Full webinar series: www.health.mn.gov; search for “records 
retention”

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This mini-webinar is the second of four on records retention from the Minnesota Department of Health, intended to help local health departments with their records retention work. For the rest of the webinar series, please visit www.health.mn.gov, and type “records retention” into the search bar.

http://www.health.mn.gov/
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Agenda

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Refresher: Records
• What is a records retention 

schedule?
• Developing a schedule
• Implementing a schedule

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this presentation, we’ll quickly review what makes something a record, and then we’ll talk about what a retention schedule is, how to develop one, and how to put one into action. 
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Why records retention?

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Records retention saves us 
time, space, and money. 

It allows us to concentrate 
on doing our work.

It ensures we’re accountable 
to Minnesotans.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the first webinar in this series, we talked about what records are and why we maintain them. If you want to pause here and go find that first webinar, you can do so now.To recap: Why do we do records retention? Is it really worth the time and effort?In short, yes. Maintaining our records on a schedule, together, saves us time, space, and money, allowing us to get on with actually doing our work. It’s time and effort on the front end, but it’s worth the investment.If we were to keep every single record, we’d never efficiently find what we need. We’d be drowning in paper and files. If we were to get rid of a record as soon as we were done with it, we’d lose the paper trail to show how we did our work, and the ability to learn from institutional knowledge as we move forward. Records retention ensures we’re accountable to each other and to our fellow Minnesotans.
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Records and record series

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Record: Any documentation or 
information created and stored at 
an organization that is essential to 
the functioning of that 
organization, regardless of the 
format or medium

• Record series: A group of similar 
documents used for the same 
activity or function

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s also quickly revisit: What is a record? What’s a series of records?** We define records as any piece of material that is essential to an organization’s business function—past, present, or future.Remember, records aren’t just paper or email. They can be any format—a video recording, a database, a website, and more.They can live on desktops—that is, your computer desktop or the actual physical top of your desk. They can live on hard drives, in filing systems, anywhere.** A record series is a group of similar documents that are related because of how they’ve been created or used.
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What is/isn’t a record?

What is a record?
• Documents transaction of 

public business
• Created or received in 

course of work
• Can be open or closed
• Any medium

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

What is not a record?
• Duplicates
• Copies
• Blank forms or stocks of 

publications
• Library/reference materials
• Personal correspondence

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So: What counts as a record, and what does not?** Again, a record is anything that documents the transaction of public business. It can be something we created, or something we received, but either way, we need it to do our work. It may be accessible to the public, or it may be private. And remember, it’s not just something on paper; it can exist in any medium.That sort of sounds like everything could be a record, but there are some notable exceptions: ** Duplicates and convenience copies are the most obvious culprits, and multiple offices may have multiple copies of the same record. If our office is not the official record-keeper, our copies are not the official records. And we definitely should not keep duplicates or copies after a retention schedule says the original record can be disposed of.** Other non-records include blank forms or publication stockpiles, library and reference materials, and personal correspondence.However, it’s important to remember: even if something isn’t a record, if it’s in your organization’s files it’s still subject to information requests. The fewer non-records you retain, the fewer documents you need to search through when a request for information comes in. We can delete non-records when they’ve served their intended purpose. 
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Who is responsible?

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Every employee has a role in creating, using, 
retrieving, and disposing of records.

• Every employee must understand how to access the 
records retention schedule.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who’s responsible for maintaining and keeping records? In short, all of us.** Remember, law is pretty clear: Everyone who does business on behalf of the government is required to do record-keeping.That means every employee plays a role in protecting the organization by following records management policies when creating records, using them, retrieving them, and disposing of them. ** Because the entire life cycle of a record is important, every employee must also understand how to find and use their organization’s records retention schedule.



What is a records retention schedule?

8

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s dig specifically into records retention schedules. 
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What is a records retention schedule?

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

A records retention schedule is a 
clearly defined plan that determines 
how long a record has value and 
how it should be disposed of.
• A policy
• A plan
• Authorization

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A records retention schedule is a document your organization will have created, that tells you how long you should keep a record for, and how you should dispose of it once that time period is up. Depending on the number or type of records your organization touches, your retention schedule may contain just a few rules, or may contain hundreds of rules that apply to all different types of records.A retention schedule has a few different parts: ** It’s your organization’s policy that shows your legal authority to retain and purge records. It identifies the different types of records your organization creates or uses in the course of business.** It also lays out a plan of action for how long to keep records, and how to dispose of them appropriately through destruction or storage.** Lastly, it provides your organization with the authorization to dispose of records at the end of their life cycle.
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Statutory requirements

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Minn. Stat. § 15.17
• Minn. Stat. § 138.17
• Code of Federal Regulation 

(CFR)
• United States Code (USC)
• County or local 

requirements 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And remember, we do records retention work because we’re required to by statute. According to state law, we must preserve government records. Federal and local laws may also apply to our records. In Minnesota, statute determines when we can destroy government records.
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Types of schedules

• General retention schedules
• Provided by Minnesota Historical Society
• Identifies common records series, retention periods, data practices 

classifications
• If your office has records not in the general schedule, list them in a 

separate schedule
• Must be adopted by your organization and the Minnesota Records 

Disposition Panel
• Customized/specific schedules

• Must be adopted by your organization and the Minnesota Records 
Disposition Panel

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are two types of retention schedules your organization can use: ** The general schedule of records that is common to most governmental organizations, ** or a customized or specific retention schedule. ** The Minnesota Historical Society provides general records retention schedules for certain government entities and record types. These schedules identify common records series, their retention periods, and their data practices classifications. Even if your office does not have all the different types of records listed in a general schedule, you can still adopt it—you don’t need to have them all. Conversely, if you have records in your office that are not on a general schedule, you should list them on a separate retention schedule.If your organization adopts a general retention schedule, and then that schedule is later updated by the State Records Disposition Panel, your organization does not need to adopt the new version of the general schedule. The state panel will assume that you will use the most recent version of the general schedule.** Regardless of type of schedule you choose, both your organization and the Minnesota Records Disposition Panel must adopt it.
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Safeguard against improper disposal

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Don’t dispose of records if 
your organization doesn’t 
have an approved schedule.

• Don’t dispose of records that 
aren’t on the approved 
schedule.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Records retention schedules also prevent your organization or employees from improperly deleting or destroying records.** Until a retention schedule is signed and in place, your organization should retain all records.** In addition to this, a record needs to be on the approved schedule in order to dispose of it.Retention periods listed on a schedule represent the minimum amount of time that you must keep records. If you need to keep some records series longer than the listed retention, you should consider amending the schedule for those records. 
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Developing a records retention schedule

1. Inventory existing records
1. Inventory
2. Evaluate value
3. Classify

2. Complete the records retention schedule form
1. Fill out schedule form
2. Wait for approval process

3. Implement the retention schedule

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about where to start when we’re developing a records retention schedule. ** For the next part of this webinar, we’re going to cover what it looks like to inventory your records, ** and then how to take that inventory and complete a records retention schedule form for your organization. 



Developing a records retention schedule
Part 1: Inventory your records

1 4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So: The first step in making a schedule is to conduct an inventory of all your records. That is: Let’s figure out what records you have on hand in the first place.
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Inventory existing records

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• All spaces, physical and 
electronic

• Identifies what you have, 
where it’s stored, and how 
much is there

• Consider comparing 
general schedule to your 
own records

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When you inventory you look for all records and all non-records—that is, all materials—anything that is stored in your office, your office space, and your storage areas. Don’t overlook attics, basements, and closets. And remember, this includes the electronic equivalent to those physical spaces, too—your personal drives, your email applications and all of your email folders, your network drives, your internet and intranet sites, and your databases, to name a few. ** A records inventory identifies what records you have, where you’re storing them, and in what quantity.This inventory process can also help identify records that are no longer being created, and those that should be revised, automated, or eliminated. ** Comparing a copy of the appropriate general records schedule with the records in your office can give you a good start on your records inventory.



Records inventory worksheet

Online: www.mnhs.org/
preserve/records/recser.php; 
look under “Forms”

1 6

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  
S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Minnesota Historical Society has a number of resources, including a records inventory worksheet. You can find a copy online by visiting www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php, and scrolling down to the header “Forms.”This worksheet provides excellent instructions on how to carry out a records inventory. Although this can be a time-consuming task, it’s a necessary step to understanding where your organization’s records and information are located. An inventory can help identify where redundancy is happening—that is, where your organization has extra copies you don’t need, or where employees are duplicating each other’s work on a record—or where your organization is inconsistent in where and how it stores and manages its records.

http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php
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How long must we keep these records?

• Research applicable laws and rules
• Minimum time to keep, “not to exceed” time to keep

• Consider records’ importance

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When trying to determine how long you should keep a record, you should research any applicable laws or rules that govern the record series. Start with Minnesota statutes and rules, the Code of Federal Regulations, and the United States Code. You may also find requirements in your county codes. ** Although the majority of records don’t have specific statutory retention periods, some do. Those that do often require a minimum time period for you to keep the record—for a minimum of five years, for example—but there are statutes that require you to keep the record for a period that doesn’t exceed a specific amount of time—for example, for no longer than five years. ** You’ll also want to consider the record’s importance, but that can mean a lot of things. Let’s talk about that more.



Evaluating the value of records

• Administrative value
• Legal value
• Fiscal value
• Historical value

1 8

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In order to figure out whether a record is important or not, we need to consider its usefulness, both now and in the future. We can start by thinking about its value in a few different ways: administrative value, legal value, fiscal or monetary value, and historical value.



Evaluating value: Administrative

• Fulfill responsibilities
• Help perform current or 

future work
• When work is complete, 

record value is exhausted
• Most records have 

administrative value

1 9

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To consider a record’s administrative value, think about records that meet these criteria: Records are created to help an organization fulfill its responsibilities. These records have value as long as they assist the organization in performing its current or future work. When the transactions for which they were created are complete, the administrative value of these records is exhausted. Most records have administrative value, whether it’s long-term or short-term.



Evaluating value: Legal

• Document or protect rights or 
obligations of citizens, 
organization

• Examples: 
• Legal decisions and opinions
• Fiscal documents
• Titles and contracts
• Records of actions

2 0

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Records have legal value if they document or protect the rights or obligations of citizens, or of the organization that created them. Examples include legal decisions and opinions; fiscal documents representing agreements like leases; titles and contracts; and records of actions like claim papers and legal dockets.



Evaluating value: Fiscal

• Financial transactions
• Required for audit

2 1

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A record has fiscal value if it pertains to the organization’s financial transactions, or if it is required for an audit. In some instances, you should consider the audit requirements of the state and federal government. You can find this information in grant agreements, and in state and federal law.



Evaluating value: Historical

• Significant events
• Organization’s history and 

development
• Help with problem-solving
• Important to state, students, 

researchers, historians, 
citizens

2 2

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some records have enduring historical value because they contain information about significant events, or they document the organization’s history and development. They reflect experience and contain precedents for policies and procedures. You can use them as guides for problem-solving in the present, based on what’s happened in the past. They are valuable to the state, to students, to researchers, to historians, and to individual citizens as evidence of what took place.  



Classifying records
Minnesota Government Data Practices Act (Minn. Stat. § 13)
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Data on individuals Data on decedents Data not on individuals

Public Public + individuals 
• accessible to anyone for 

any or no reason 

Public + decedents 
• accessible to anyone for 

any or no reason

Public + not on individuals 
• accessible to anyone for any 

or no reason

Private and 
nonpublic

Private + individuals 
• accessible to data subject
• not available to public

Private + decedents * 
• accessible to representative 

of decedent
• not accessible to public

Nonpublic + not on individuals 
• accessible to subject of the 

data, if any
• not accessible to public

Confidential 
and 
protected 
nonpublic

Confidential + individuals 
• not accessible to data 

subject
• not accessible to public

Confidential + decedents *
• not accessible to 

representative of decedent
• not accessible to public

Protected nonpublic + 
not on individuals 
• not accessible to data subject
• not accessible to public

* Private and confidential data on decedents become public data ten years after the death of the data subject and 
30 years after the creation of the data.

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Minnesota Government Data Practices Act tells us to assume that information and records are public, unless specified as inaccessible by state statute, federal law, or temporary classification. You can find additional citations in other state statutes or federal laws.** This means that, by law, certain data in your organization will have limited accessibility to the public, and you are responsible for protecting that information. During the inventory process, identifying records that contain data that is not public will help you comply with the Data Practices Act.** Here’s a summary of the different types of data outlined in the Data Practices Act, classified by who the data is about across the top, and different privacy levels down the side. Inside the cells, you can see who that data is or is not accessible to.** For example, in the very middle cell, you can see that private data on decedents (that is, private data on people who have died) is accessible to the decedent’s representative, but not accessible to the public. ** I’ll pause here for a moment so you can look this over. If you would like the specific statutory reference for each of these classifications, or to find a version of this chart, visit www.health.mn.gov, and type “Minnesota Government Data Practices Act” into the search bar. [wait 5-6 seconds]
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Developing a records retention schedule
Part 2: Complete the Records Retention Schedule form

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After you’ve conducted an inventory and determined your records’ value and how long you need them for, it’s time to start completing a records retention schedule form. 



Records retention
schedule form

• Help document record value
• You can use any form, but the 

Minnesota Historical Society is 
a good place to start: 
www.mnhs.org/preserve/
records/recser.php

2 5

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The schedule form will help you describe your records’ value, whether they have permanent value, and where they’ll go at the end of their lifecycle. You can use any form or template, but if you’re stuck, try the form from the Minnesota Historical Society. You can find it by visiting www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php, and scrolling down to look under “Forms.”Here, you can see the first two pages of the form from the Minnesota Historical Society. The signature page is always first, and further pages give details for different record series, using the information you gathered in your records inventory. 

https://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php


Completing the retention schedule form

• Number each record series; do not use Roman numerals
• Title the series and give it a description; don’t be vague
• Be specific about the length of time to retain
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R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To fill out the retention schedule form, designate a number for each record series, beginning with 1. Do not use Roman numerals like I or V.** Then give the record series a title, and write a complete description of the records in that series. You can use acronyms or abbreviations in the title, but you should give a more comprehensive explanation in the description. Avoid terms like “miscellaneous” or “general,” as they’re too vague. As a final note in the description, indicate which of your offices is the official keeper of the record.** Under “retention instructions,” list the length of time your organization needs to keep this record. A number in this column means years by default; if you mean anything else (months, for example), state that explicitly. Use the letter “P” to indicate permanent. If a disposal deadline is related to an event, state the complete retention period (for example, if the triggering event is closing the case, and you want to keep the record for 10 years after that event, state that the retention period is 10 years after the case is closed).** You may choose to use the statutes column, but it’s not required that you cite federal or state statutes that govern a record’s creation, retention, access, or data privacy. However, this information can help you manage and protect information from accidental release.** The “essential” column is where you indicate record series that are essential for immediate resumption of operations in the event of a disaster to your organization. It’s likely that less than 10 percent of your records are essential in this manner.** Leave the column labeled “archival?” as blank. This is the column that the Minnesota Historical Society uses to indicate whether the record series has archival or historical value and should be transferred to the Minnesota State Archives.



MDH records retention schedule (excerpt)
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R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does this look like in practice? Here’s a segment of the Minnesota Department of Health’s records retention schedule, showing how the agency relates specifically to the records series of HMO applications. ** First, we see the chapter of the overall schedule in which this information belongs: Chapter 13: Public Health and Health Care Providers. ** Next, a description of this section of the chapter. All of the records in this section have to do with managed care, and this describes the scope of the records in this section. ** This first column tells us what MDH has called this record series in past versions of our records schedule, in case we need to see how the agency approached retention of this series in the past.** Next, we see a detailed description of what this record series contains—that it’s specific to health maintenance organizations, or HMOs, and even more specifically, to approved applications. The description also tells us what exactly we need to keep that’s related to approved HMO applications. It’s a lot of detail, but if we’re not specific, someone who isn’t as familiar with HMOs and the approval process might not know what to keep when they’re considering the records on their desk or in their computer. ** The next column talks about how long we need to keep the record series for. In this case, it’s forever, but remember: Other records series might have a retention period of months, years, or another specific time frame related to a particular action taking place like equipment replacement or report publication. ** This last column tells us how we classify this record series in a few different situations. Non-archival means we’ve checked with the historical society, and they’ve let us know they don’t have an interest in these records and they don’t need to be archived there. Non-essential means that MDH does not require this record series in order to resume operations after a disaster. “OR” stands for the office of record—in this case, it’s the abbreviation “CM,” which stands for “Compliance Monitoring,” indicating our Division of Health Regulation owns and manages this record series.



Organizational approval

• Two signatures from your 
organization: 
• Your agency’s records 

management officer
• Your agency’s head (or 

designee)

2 8

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you’ve written your records schedule, you’ll need approval from two key people at your organization before you submit your retention schedule to the historical society: ** Your organization’s records management officer, ** and the head of your organization (or a designee). Your records management officer is the person the state records disposition panel will contact if they have any questions. Your organization head is required by Minnesota statute.
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State approval

1. Submit three copies to the Minnesota State Archives
2. The Minnesota State Records Disposition panel will review 

your schedule
3. The State Archives will return an approved copy to you

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once your organization has approved your schedule, you’ll start the state approval process by submitting three copies to the Minnesota State Archives, which is part of the Minnesota Historical Society. ** The State Archives will circulate the schedule to the Minnesota State Records Disposition Panel, which is composed of the historical society director, the Attorney General, the State Auditor, and the Legislative Auditor. This panel sees every government retention schedule in Minnesota, and gives authority to organizations to perform records retention per their approved schedules.** The State Archives will then return an approved copy of your schedule to you.



Part 3: 
Implementing and maintaining a records schedule

3 0

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once you have a records retention schedule, what do you do with it? It’s time to put it into practice.
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What does implementation look like in practice?

• All staff must be able to read, understand, and follow the 
schedule.

• Upper management must support and enforce it.
• Disseminate the schedule to staff, and train them to use it.
• Conduct an annual purge.
• Establish or modify your filing system (paper and electronic).

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember, a schedule is a policy. All staff must read, understand, and follow it.** You might need to help your management team understand the importance of their role in supporting records management, and in enforcing the records schedule if need be.** Consider a communications and training plan for the records schedule, which includes ways to communicate about it across your organization, and training sessions or office hours to help your staff understand how to use it.** Conduct an annual purge. Have an annual cleaning day in your office, where everyone tends to the records they’re responsible for, and helps determine what stays and what goes.** Think about establishing a file system, or modifying your existing one if it doesn’t support the way your organization has decided to maintain records.
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Records maintenance

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Life cycle of a record does 
not end until the record has 
been destroyed or 
permanently transferred.

• In general: 
• 30% are active (keep on site)
• 30% are inactive 

(keep offsite)
• 40% have expired (can be 

destroyed, transferred)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also need to do regular maintenance to keep in front of our many records and series. ** The life cycle of a record does not end until the record has been destroyed or permanently transferred to another entity like the Minnesota State Archives. Retention and disposition applies to any record, in any format. In general, ** we’ve found that about 30% of the records in an office are needed on site for active reference and retrieval. Another 30% or so need to be retained through the schedule, but aren’t retrieved regularly and can be moved off-site to low-cost storage. The remaining 40% or so will have met their retention requirements and should be destroyed (or transferred).
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Monitor and evaluate

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Periodically evaluate your 
record schedule in light of
changing laws and business 
practices

• No need to change or 
rewrite the entire 
schedule—can revise just a 
single series if needed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You may also need to periodically evaluate your retention schedule. Laws change, and so do business practices. When you re-examine your record schedule on a regular basis, you can see if it is still applicable and current to your business.** It’s not necessary to start from scratch and re-write the entire retention schedule (unless that’s what’s needed). It’s OK to update a single record series in a schedule to bring it up to date.
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Authorized disposition of records

• Authority to dispose: Approved record schedule = 
your organization’s authority to dispose of records

• Appropriate disposal: 
• Check local ordinances
• Use caution, especially with non-public records
• Halt during audits, legal holds, investigations, or information 

requests

• Documenting disposal: Required by Minn. Stat. § 138.17, subd. 7 

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember, a records schedule provides your organization with the authority to dispose of records. ** There is no single method for destroying records, and there may be local ordinances that dictate what procedures you must follow for disposal. ** You should always use caution when destroying any records, especially those that contain data that is not public. When records do contain data that is not public, the records must be destroyed in a way that prevents their contents from being read or determined. Until destruction occurs, you should always properly store records that contain not public information.** We should also note that you must temporarily halt disposition during audit, legal hold, investigation, or information request. When those have been resolved, you can resume disposition.** Lastly, all state and local governments are required by Minnesota statute to permanently retain a list of destroyed records.
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Disposition outside of the schedule

• Records you need/want to dispose of early
• Records no longer created by organization
• Records not listed on the retention schedule

Application for authority to dispose of records: 
www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Your organization may find itself in the situation where it needs or wants to dispose of records early, or records noted in the schedule may no longer be created by the organization. You may also have records that are not listed on a retention schedule, which you want to dispose of.When this is the case, you should fill out the form called the Application for authority to dispose of records. You can find this form by visiting www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php; it’s located on this page under the heading “Forms.”

https://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php
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Records destruction report

• Governmental organizations required to keep a list of 
disposed records

• This list is in itself a permanent record

Records destruction report: 
www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Minnesota Historical Society has provided a records destruction report template on its website that you can use to document destruction, or your organization can create its own form. It’s not required that you use the historical society’s form, but it’s a good model for the kind of information you need to collect when disposing of records. Remember, your organization is required by Minnesota statute to keep a list of records it has destroyed. This list is a permanent record, in and of itself.You can find the Minnesota Historical Society form called Records destruction report, in the same place as the other historical society forms we’ve discussed so far.

https://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/recser.php
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Can’t we keep everything?

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Storage costs are expensive
• Retrieval time grows 

burdensome
• Responsibility to protect 

becomes more difficult
• Legal risk increases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we wrap up, let’s talk about some of the things we often hear, from our staff or in our own minds, when we talk about records retention. The first is often: Can’t we just keep everything? Wouldn’t that be easier?Well, there are consequences to keeping things for too long, like: ** Your organization’s storage costs grow increasingly expensive—for both paper records and electronic record storage. ** The time you spend trying to find and retrieve a particular record becomes burdensome for you and your staff.** Your organization’s responsibility to protect records, like those that are not public, becomes a lot more difficult the more records you have.** And remember—a record that’s present is a record that’s discoverable in an inquiry. Keeping everything makes your organization’s legal risk increase.
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Can’t we get rid of everything?

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

• Criminal misdemeanor 
penalties under state and 
federal law

• Criminal felony penalties 
for tampering with 
government records

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also face consequences for not keeping records for long enough. Destroying records when we’re not authorized to do so can result in criminal penalties under state and federal law. Government takes records very seriously. 
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Further resources on records retention schedules

• Your county administrator
• Minnesota State Archives (Minnesota Historical Society): 

www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/
• MDH public health system consultants: 

www.health.mn.gov; search for “who is my public health 
system consultant”

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Remember, if you have questions about records retention, a number of people can help you.Your county administrator is a good place to start. You can also contact the analysists and archivists at the Minnesota State Archives. Finally, your region’s public health system consultant at MDH can help connect you to people who can help, including our own records manager here at MDH.

http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/
http://www.health.mn.gov/
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Records retention webinar series

1. Records and information management 
2. Records retention schedule 
3. Preserving and disposing of government records 
4. Managing essential records in emergencies 

Full webinar series: www.health.mn.gov; search for “records 
retention”

R E C O R D S  R E T E N T I O N  S C H E D U L E S

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you’re ready for the next webinar in this series, it’s called “Preserving and disposing of government records,” and you can find it by visiting www.health.mn.gov and typing “records retention” into the search bar.

http://www.health.mn.gov/
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Thank you.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time today, and for learning more about records management!
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